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The	  need	  for	  Gemini:   	


	  	  An	  example	  of	  op>cal	  tomography:	  	  
	  	  Keck	  II	  observa>ons	  of	  the	  micro-‐quasar	  XTE	  J1118+480	  

Doppler	  Tomography	  
The images reconstructed using Doppler Tomography  present the distribution of 
emission in a velocity coordinate frame. The data set provides us with observed 
radial velocities of the emitting gas. Doppler Tomography takes such data sets and 
reconstructs the distribution of emission in the binary frame that reproduce the 
profiles in detail.  The various components of the accretion flow leave distinct 
imprints in the recovered images.  Emission from the accretion disk, the gas stream 
and the stellar components can be clearly separated.  This provides us with 
information on disk sizes and shapes, positions of stream trajectories, the ratios 
between disk and star luminosity, and the location and variability of emitting 
regions at various temperatures. 	


Above left: The line profile expected from a simple Keplerian disk is broadened by 
the large velocities of the emitting gas.  The contribution of a particular location is 
Doppler shifted due to its radial velocity relative to the observer.  Observing a time-
series of line profiles provides  the radial velocities of the emitting gas allowing us 
to reconstruct the disk image in velocity space.  Since velocities in a disk increase 
toward the center of the disk, the disk appears inverted in velocity space.   Above 
right:  The relationship between coordinate and velocity space (Marsh 2001, 2005). 

	  Introduc>on:	  
X-ray binaries (XRBs) consisting of a normal star orbiting a compact object such as a 
neutron star (NS) or a stellar mass black hole (BH) owe their prominence to one of 
the most efficient energy release mechanisms known: accretion onto a compact 
object.  But 50 years after their discovery we still have no direct means for 
distinguishing between systems that contain NSs or BHs. The observational 
knowledge we have of accretion comes largely from the important but limited tools 
of spectroscopy (which determines the chemical constituents of the emitting matter) 
and timing (which determines the scales in the systems). The angular resolution 
necessary to form direct images of these systems in the wavebands of interest is 
orders of magnitude away from being available	


. 

Left: Scale drawings of black-hole 
binaries in the Milky way compared 
to the size of the Solar System 
(figure courtesy J. Orosz).  

The microquasar J1118+480 with a  
size = 2.7Rsun and at a distance of 2 
kpc  subtends  a mere 6 X 10-6 
arcseconds	


Above:  The disk and the surface of the 
companion star produce both emission 
and absorption features. Schematic 
courtesy R. Hynes.	


Left: Keck spectra of 
J1118+480 at two 
orbital phases with 
close-ups of some of 
the line features 
showing Doppler 
shifts in Hα. (Calvelo 
et al. 2009)	


Above: Trailed spectrograms of the Keck 
data.  Emission features in green; 
absorption features in purple.	


Hα tomograms.  Top left: observed trail. Top right: fitted trail.  
Middle left: constant part of disk with a strong “hotspot”.  Middle 
right: amplitude of the modulation.  The center of mass, the position 
of the secondary and trails that represent the Keplerian and ballistic 
trajectories of the accretion stream are depicted. Tomography enabled 
us to make a direct link between the accretion disk and jet in this 
system as well as make a case for disk precession.	


Above Left: tomogram of CaII showing the disk 
in  emission (blue.  Location of CaII in 
absorption from the secondary (khaki) cleared up 
a long-standing discrepancy in the accreting 
column to this object. Above Right: The four Na 
lines all appear in absorption at the secondary.	
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                        Short period X-ray binaries	


                   Period    Binary  Vmag/E_(B-V)     # Nights/      Telescope/ ���
Name           (days)     type      at quiescence          year          instrument���

Systems observed to date: ���
V616 Mon     0.32      BH          18.2/0.4           2/2006      Magellan Clay/LDSS3 	

J1118+480    0.17       BH         19.0/0.02        Archival     Keck II/ESI ���
GU MUS        0.43      NS          12.2/0.2          Archival    Hershel/ISIS 	

V926 Sco       0.29      NS          17.5/0.15         1/2010    Magellan Baade/IMACS	

V926 Sco       0.29      NS          17.5/0.15         2/2011    Magellan Baade/ IMACS ���
V691 CrA      0.23       NS         16.3/0.2          1.5/2010  Magellan Baade/IMACS ���
V691 CrA      0.23       NS         16.3/0.2          1.0/2011  Magellan Baade IMACS	


Systems that require Gemini class telescopes: 	

GR MUS        0.16      NS          19.1/0.4   	
     1               Gem-S/GMOSS	

LU TrA          0.38      NS          19.2/0.6 	
     2               Gem-S/GMOSS 	

V801 Ara       0.16      NS          17.5/0.8 	
     1              Gem-S/GMOSS	

J1716-249     0.62      BH          21.0/0.9 	
    2              Gem-S/GMOSS 	

V2216 Oph    0.18      NS          17.8/0.5 	
     1              Gem-S/GMOSS	

V1408 Aql     0.39      BH         18.7/0.4 	
     2              Gem-N/GMOSN ���
V1333 Aql     0.79      NS          21.0/0.4 	
     3              GMOSN or GMOSS	

V1727 Cyg    0.22      NS          18.9/0.5 	
   1.5             Gem-N/GMOSN 	


Doppler tomography is an indirect, distance-independent imaging technique 
that allows us to  resolve the accretion flows in galactic X-ray binaries on 
otherwise-inaccessible micro-arcsecond scales.  This may be one of the best 
means of finding differences in the disk structures of systems that contain 
black holes or neutron stars.  	


In order to construct well resolved tomograms we require velocity resolution 
suitable to study features from a few tens to thousands of km/sec and temporal 
resolution that allows 40-100 phase bins around the binary orbit.  The 
integration time, t, required to resolve a feature of speed K without “blurring” 
by the rotation periods is (Marsh 2001):	


	
 t = P/(2π) * (ΔV/K)	


GMOS-N and GMOS-S are ideal for the short period (less than one day) 
systems that pose a particular challenge by requiring a rapid cadence of high 
signal-to-noise spectra of optically-faint sources.  Furthermore, the 
combination of Gem_N and Gem_S provides the whole sky coverage needed 
to obtain samples of all source categories. 	  


